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Repetition Statement 

and  

Data Validation 
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Introduction to Loops 

• A loop is used to repeat a sequence of statements or actions a 

number of times. 

• MatLab uses two basic kinds of loops: 

 Counted loop (for-loop) 

 Conditional loop (while-loop) 
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Introduction to Counted Loop 

1.     Counted Loop 

 It repeats statement(s) for a specified number of times 

 Number of repetition is known in advance. 

 Use the for statement. 

for loopvar = range 

   action(s) 

end 

The general form is: 

where, 

loopvar = loop variable that must be an integer value (1, 2, 3, … etc) 

range =  initial value:step value:end value 
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For-Loop – Flow Chart 

Cntr = Initial Value 

Cntr <= 

End Value 

Steps ABC 

in loop body 

Cntr = Cntr + Step Value 

True 

False 

Flow Chart: 
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For-Loop – Example 

for k = 5:10:35; 

x = k^2; 

fprintf('k is %d when x = %d\n',k,x); 

end 

Loops 

4 times 

Example: 

Ans:  

ForValuesK.m  
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For-Loop – Example 

sum = input('Please enter the initial sum value:'); 

for I = 1:5; 

    sum = sum + I; 

    fprintf('sum is %1.1f for I=%1.0f\n',sum,I); 

end 

Loops 

5  

times 

Example: 

ForSum.m  

Ans; 
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Example – Account Balance (For - Loop) 

Write a program to determine the balance after N years on an account that 
contains an initial deposit D and earns a simple interest of I percent. Prompt 
the user to enter values for N, D, and I. 

% Sample program to determine the final balance in a savings account where 

% D = initial deposit 

% I = interest rate (percent) 

% N = number of years 

% Filename:  Interest.m 

D = input('Enter the amount of the initial deposit: $'); 

I = input('Enter the percent interest rate: '); 

N = input('Enter the number of years: '); 

Balance = D;  %Initial value in the account 

for years = 1:N 

    Balance = Balance*(1+I/100); 

end 

fprintf('Final balance = $%0.2f\n',Balance); 

 

Ans:  

ForAccBal.m  
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Example - Account Balance (cont’d) 

Flow chart; 

Start 

Input D, I & N 

Balance=D 

Postn=1 

Is Postn <=N Calc. Balance=Balance*(1+I/100) 

Print Balance 

End 

No 

Yes 

Postn=Postn +1 
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Example – Vector 

Write a program to sum all the elements in a vector. 

Ans:  

MyVecSum.m  

% This program sums all the elements in a vector 

vec = input('Please enter the values of a vector:'); 

outarg=0; 

for I = 1:length(vec); 

    outarg = outarg + vec(I); 

end 

fprintf('summation value is %1.0f\n',outarg); 

 The efficient method using matlab built-in function, sum; 
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Example – Projectile 

Problem:  

    If a ball is thrown with an initial velocity, u and angle of 

elevation a, write a program that calculates the velocity, 

vertical and horizontal distance at intervals of t/10 seconds, 

where t is time taken for the ball to reach maximum 

horizontal distance. 

 

 The program should calculate and display: 

 maximum horizontal and vertical distances, as well as 

the time  to reach these distances  

 distances Sx and Sy, and velocity V at every t/10 

intervals. 
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Sy 

Sx 

Example (cont’d) 

Equations Used 

1. Sxmax = u2 sin2a / g,   Tsxmax = 2 u sina / g 

2. Symax = u2 sin2a / 2g,  Tsymax = u sina / g 

 

3. Sx at time t = ut cosa 

4. Sy at time t = ut sina   - g t2 /2 

5. v at time t = (u2 - 2ugt sina + g2t2)0.5 

These equations will 
 be used 11 times,  
ie. at every t/10 

Sxmax,Tsxmax, 
Symax & Tsymax 

can be calculated once  

the values of  u and a 
are known 

u 

a 

Sxmax,Tsxmax 
 X 

Symax,Tsymax 
X 

Sxi,Syi,Vi, ti 
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Flow chart: 

Start 

Input u & a 

Convert a to radian 

Calc. Sxmax, Tsxmax, 

Symax, Tsymax 

Postn=0 

Is Postn <=10 
Calc. Sx,Sy, V  

using eqn. 3 to 5  
Print time, 

Sx, Sy, V 

Print Sxmax with time, 

Symax with time 

End 

No 

Yes 

Postn=Postn +1 

Example (cont’d) 
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%Projectile Motion 

U = input('Please enter the initial velocity (m/s): '); 

angD = input('Please enter the angle of elevation(degree): '); 

  

g = 9.81;  %acceleration due to gravity in m/s2 

 

%Calculate Max Horizontal and Vertical Distances 

Sxmax = U^2*sind(2*angD)/g; 

Symax = U^2*sind(angD)^2/(2*g); 

  

%Calculate time to reach Max Horizontal and Vertical Distances 

Tsxmax = 2*U*sind(angD)/g;  

Tsymax = Tsxmax/2; 

  

%Print output headings 

fprintf('\nPROJECTILE MOTION\n');   

fprintf('\n  t(sec)     Sx(m)   Sy(m)   V(m/s)\n');     

fprintf('  ------    ------  ------   ------\n');   

Coding: ForProjectile.m 

Example (cont’d) 
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%Calculate Sx, Sy and V starting with time=0 

 

time=0; 

for I = 0:10 

    Sx = U*time*cosd(angD);           

    Sy = U*time*sind(angD)-(0.5*g*time^2);  

    V = sqrt(U^2-(2*U*g*time*sind(angD))+(g^2*time^2)); 

     

    %Print values of Sx, Sy and V for each time interval 

    formatSpec = '%8.2f %8.2f %8.2f %8.2f\n'; 

    fprintf(formatSpec,time,Sx,Sy,V);   

    

    %Increase time by Tsxmax/10 seconds 

    time=time+Tsxmax/10; 

end 

  

%Print values of Sxmax, Tsxmax, Symax and Tsymax 

fprintf('\nMax Sx = %3.2f m at t = %3.2f sec\n',Sxmax, Tsxmax); 

fprintf('Max Sy = %3.2f m at t = %3.2f sec\n',Symax, Tsymax); 

Coding: ForProjectile.m 

Example (cont’d) 
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Example (cont’d) 

Output: 
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Comments 

• Indentation improves the readability. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• The value of control variable should not be altered within the body 
of the loop; might cause indefinite loop or unpredictable number of 
repetitions. 

• Non-integer step values can lead to round-off errors with the 
result that the loop is not executed the intended number of times. 

for I = Initial:Step:End 

    action1 

    action2 

end 

 Executed once if Initial = End no matter what value Step has. 

 Not executed at all if Initial > End and Step is positive. 

 Not executed at all if Initial < End and Step is negative. 
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For - Nesting 

• The body of a For Loop can contain another For loop. 

• It must be completely contained inside the first loop and must 
have a different control variable. 

for j 

end j 

for k 

end k  

for k 

end k 

for j 

end j 

for k 

end l 

for l 

end k 

for j 

end j 

for k 

end k 

for k 

end k 

for l 

end l 

for l 

end l 
end m 

for m 
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Example – determine the value of Sum for the following  
program: 

Sum = input('Please enter the initial sum value: '); 

for I = 1:10; 

    for J = 1:15; 

        Sum = Sum + 1; 

    end 

end 

fprintf('\nSum = %0.0f',Sum); 

 

ForSumVal.m  

Ans;  
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ForSin.m;  

Example – determine the sin 
Write and plot X value versus n for the following equation: 

 Xn =sin (nπ/10) for n = 1 to end value (step value=1) 

last = input('Please enter the end value: '); 

for n = 1:last; 

    x(n)=sin(n*pi/10); 

end 

plot(1:last,x) %or plot(x) 

title('Graph sin(n*pi/10)') 

xlabel('n') 

ylabel('x(n)') 

 

Ans;  
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Example – using loops to initiate matrices 

Ans; 

IntMatrices.m 

% Initiation and calculation in matrices  

last = input('Please enter the end value: '); 

x = zeros(1,last); 

for i = 1:length(x) 

    if i==1 %end case first element 

        x(i) = i; 

    else 

        x(i) = i + sqrt(x(i-1)); 

    end 

    fprintf('x= %1.2f for i = %0.0f\n',x(i),i); 

end 
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The following program is to determine the maximum value by: 
    -  prompts the user to enter each value of a 2D array 
    -  calculates the maximum value of the array 

Ans:  

Nested Loops and Matrices – Example 
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MaxArray.m  
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Combine Loops with If Statements -  Example 

10 25 35 

a 

p 

10 

18 

The following program is enhanced for 
estimate the p values for vector a. 
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Combine Loops with If Statements – Example 
ForPverA.m  

% Determine and plot a graph of P versus a 

initial = input('Please enter the initial 

value: '); 

step = input('Please enter the step value: '); 

last = input('Please enter the end value: '); 

  

a = initial:step:last; 

for i = 1:length(a) 

    if a(i) < 10 

        p(i) = a(i); 

    elseif a(i)>=10 && a(i) < 25 

        p(i) = 10;  

    elseif a(i)>= 25 && a(i) < 35 

        p(i) = 10 + 0.8*(a(i)-25); 

    else 

        p(i) = 18 + 0.8*(a(i)-35); 

    end 

end 

plot(a,p,'LineWidth',1.5) 

title('Graph P versus a') 

xlabel('a') 

ylabel('P') 
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Combine Loops with If Statements – Example 

Ans; 
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Introduction to Conditional Loop 

2. Conditional loop 

– Use the while statement. 

– The while loop terminates when a specified condition is 
satisfied or true. 

– Number of repetition is not known in advance. 

while condition 

    action(s) 

end 

The general form is; Flowchart: 

Condition 

Steps to repeat 
 if True 

False 

True 
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While Loop - example 

The following examples show how loop is used in mathematical 
calculation. 

Ans; 

WhileTotal.m 
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While Loop - example 

Ans:  

variable A 

EstimateA.m  
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While Loop – example 

This example calculates the number of years to reach a desired balance using 

while loop when the deposit in an account after N years with given interest is 

calculated. 

whileAccBalance.m  
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While Loop – example 

Ans:  
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While Loop – example 

SinValue.m  

Ans:   Efficient way to use matlab 
function sin(θ),  

    where, θ is in radian 
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Notes - Break, Continue and Return Statements 

• You can EXIT any looping structure with a “break” (both for… and 
while…). 

 

 

 

 

• You can skip “bad values” in any looping structure with a 
“continue” (both for… and while…). 

 

 

 

 

• You can return control to the command line (or to the calling 
function) with a “return”. 

The value(s) of variables :   

k=2; x=[1 -2 3 -4 5]; y=1 

The value(s) of variables : 

k=5; x=[1 -2 3 -4 5]; y=4.9681 
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Notes - Implied Loops 

• You can use built-in loops instead of for…end loops in most 
cases for the following example: 

– Note the matrix example with simple logic 

– Note the  for … end example with more complex logic 

– Note the find function example for a very normal situation 
that you once upon a time had to write code for every 
time. 

• Many MatLab commands contain implied loops. 

– Example:   

x = [0:5:100]; 

y = cos(x); 

– Example: 

y = find(x>0); 
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Example 

Write an equivalent while loop for the implied loop shown: 

x = [0:5:100]; 

y = sin(x); 

disp(y) 

Solution: 
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Introduction to Vectorizing 

• Loops are not necessary in many programming applications in 
Matlab.  

• Since, many operations can be done, and functions can be called 
with vectors and matrices. 

• The term vectorizing is used for rewriting code using loops in a 
traditional programming language to matrix operations. 

• When performing an operation on a vector. A for loop is used to 
loop through the entire vector. 

– For example, assuming there is a vector variable vec: 

 

 for I = 1:length(vec) 

 % do something with vec(i) 

end 
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Introduction to Vectorizing 

• Similarly, for an operation on a matrix, a nested loop would be 

required.  

- For example, assuming a matrix variable mat: 

 

 

[r c] = size(mat); 

for row = 1:r 

 for col = 1:c 

 % do something with vec(i) 

 end 

end 

• Usually in Matlab, this is not necessary. Numerical operations 

can be done on entire vectors or matrices.  

      - For example, let’s say that we want to multiply every element of a   

         vector v  as below by 3, and store the result back in v. 

  v = [3 7 2 1] 
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Vectorizing – The Concept and Method 

• The programming concept: 

• The Efficient method: 
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Vectorizing - Examples 

• More examples: 

1) Divide by 2 2) Multiply by 2 

• When working with vectors and matrices, the array operators .^, 

.*, ./, and .\ are used.  

- Example: 
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Vectorizing – Logical Vectors 

• The relational operators can also be used with vectors and 

matrices. 

• For example, every element in a vector vec is compared to is 

greater than 5. The result would be a vector with same length of 

the vector vec) with logical true and false values. 

• The programming concept:  programmer would have to loop 

through all the elements of the vector and compare each element 

with 5 to determine whether the corresponding value in the result 

would be logical true or false 
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Vectorizing – Logical Vectors 

• The Efficient method: simply using the relational operator 

This creates a vector consisting of all 

logical true or false values. The vector isg, 

its type is logical rather than double. 
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Vectorizing – Logical Vectors 

• To determine how many of the elements in the vector vec were 

greater than 5, the sum function could be used: 

• The  logical vector isg can also be used to index into the vector. 

Determine the elements from the vector that are greater than 5 

are desired: 
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Program Testing Guidelines 

• Test your program with a variety of good and bad values. 

• Execute all  statements at least once. 

• Execute all branches of conditions. 

• Enter different length of string inputs. 

• Input various types of numeric values. 

• Test common error situations. 

• Repeat the steps in different order. 

One of the phase in programming is to test the program to ensure 
it works as intended. 

When you have completed coding and corrected the syntax error 
in the code, test your program thoroughly.   

General guidelines for selecting data and procedures to test a 
program is listed below. 
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Data Validation 

• An important use of decisions (conditional structure) in well-
written programs is to verify the correctness of the input data 
prior to using it in the processing. 

 

• From a user’s perspective, programs that terminate due to 
invalid input are poorly designed. 

 

• A better program design is one that anticipates the kinds of 
problems that may exist in user input and then tests each input 
value before processing it. 

 

• A program can perform several different types of data 
validation.  

 

• Only the following data validation will be discussed: 

   Existence check 

   Type checks 

   Range checks 

Other Checks: 
• Reasonableness 
• Consistency 
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Data Validation (cont’d) 

1. Existence check 
 Makes sure that a value have been entered 

 The typed input value at the prompt from Command 
Window, is then compared to the empty or null string ( ' ' ) 

 Use the isempty function 
 Example; 

while isempty(V); 

 V = input('Please complete the velocity: '); 

end 

2. Type check 
 To check whether the user have entered only numeric 

value as the input data 

 Use the isnumeric function to assess the variable 

 Example; 

if ~isnumeric(w);  

error(‘The width must be numeric.'); 

end 
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Validating Input (cont’d) 

3. Range checks 
 Even if the user enters the correct type of data for a 

specific input item, the actual value of the input may be 
unacceptable because it is too large or too small 

 Without this check, the user may see strange results or 
error messages, possibly followed by program 
termination 

 Example; 

while V<=0; 

    V = input('Please check the value of velocity:');  

end 

while angD<=0||angD>=90; 

    angD = input('Please check the value of angle:');  

end 
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Validating Input (cont’d) 

3. Others 

Description Function 

Determine whether input is character array (string) ischar 

Detect array elements that are letters of the alphabet isletter 

Determine whether input is a keyword. e.g. switch, 
break, case, if, end, etc. 

iskeyword  

Determine if input is integer array isinteger 

Detect Not a Number (NaN) elements of an array isnan 

Determine whether input is scalar isscalar 

Determine whether input is vector isvector 

Detect elements that are ASCII white spaces isspace 

Find table elements with missing values ismissing 

Determine whether input is structure array isstruct 

Determine whether input is cell array of strings iscellstr 
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How Should Errors Be Processed? 

• Previous slides have shown how the decision structure is often 
used to test for the different types of errors. 

• After the problem is uncovered, what action should the program 
take? 

• Some options are: 

  Terminate the program. 

  Ask the user to reenter data. 

  Display extended error or warning information. 

  Use default values. 

• Which error handling is the best? 

• It depends on the situation.  In general, terminating the 
program should be the user’s choice. At times, a program 
should terminate itself, such as when the user fails to enter the 
correct password! 
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How Should Errors Be Processed? (cont’d) 

• Asking the user to reenter a value is a friendlier approach 
because it gives the user the opportunity to get the needed 
results 

• Regardless of the error handling employed, the user should be 
notified of both the problem and corrective action taken by the 
program 

• In this class, the following strategy will be used: 

 Prompt the user with a message using the msgbox 

Function 

 h = msgbox(Message,Title,Icon) 

o Built-in icons appear as: 
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How Should Errors Be Processed? (cont’d) 

for example: 

  h = msgbox('Invalid Value', 'Error','error'); 

 

 

 

 

 Display message using  the below function: 

• error (display message and abort function) 

• warning (warning message)  

• lastwarn (last warning message) etc. 
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How Should Errors Be Processed? (cont’d) 

 Error control: try-catch-end statement is to execute 

statements and avoid exiting when the input is wrong  

• The general form is: 

 

 

 

 

 

 Use break, continue or return statement to get input 

try  

  statement(s)  

catch exception  

  statement(s)  

end 
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Example – Data Validation 

Problem: 

  Write a program that will calculate the position of the 

centroid (ybar), total area (area) and moment of inertia 
(ixx) for a U-section beam as shown below:  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The program should: 

 Display the ybar, area and ixx for the U-section beam. 

  Provide facility to validate the appropriate input data.  
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Example – U-Section Beam (con’t) 

Display ‘Invalid 
Input Data!!!’ when 
entered the wrong 
input 

Existence Check Range Check 

Wrong input 
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Example – U-Section Beam (con’t) 

Codes for Data Validation  –  While Loop 

% Calculate Ybar, total Area and total Ixx for U section 

% Created by Dr. Ponselvi 

% based on scalar input as in the following: 

b1 = input('Please enter the width b1(mm): '); 

h1 = input('Please enter the height h1(mm): '); 

b2 = input('Please enter the width b2(mm): '); 

h2 = input('Please enter the height h2(mm): '); 

 

%The try-catch block is used to add error checking 

try 
% Existence checks 

while isempty(b1); 

 h = msgbox('Please complete the width b1...', 'U-beam','error');    

 b1 = input('Please complete the width b1: '); 

end 

while isempty(h1); 

 h = msgbox('Please complete the width h1...', 'U-beam','error');     

 h1 = input('Please complete the height h1: '); 

end 
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Example – U-Section Beam (con’t) 

Codes for Data Validation  –  While Loop 
 while isempty(b2); 

 h = msgbox('Please complete the width b2...', 'U-beam','error');    

 b2 = input('Please complete the width b2: '); 

end 

while isempty(h2); 

 h = msgbox('Please complete the width h1...', 'U-beam','error');    

 h2 = input('Please complete the height h2: '); 

end 

% Range check 

while b1<=0||b2<=0||b1<b2; 

 h = msgbox('Please check the b1 and b2 values, b1>b2...', 'U-beam','error');  

 b1 = input('Please re-enter the b1 value:');  

 b2 = input('Please re-enter the b2 value:');  

end 

while h1<=0||h2<=0||h1<h2; 

 h = msgbox('Please check the h1 and h2 values, h1>h2...', 'U-beam','error');  

 h1 = input('Please re-enter the h1 value:');  

 h2 = input('Please re-enter the h2 value:');  

end 

 

catch  
   disp('Invalid Input Data!!!') 

   break 

end 
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Example – U-Section Beam (con’t) 

Codes for Data Validation –  While Loop 
  
area1 = b1*h1; 

area2 = b2*h2; 

area = area1-area2; 

y1 = h1/2; 

y2 = h1 - (h2/2); 

ybar = ((area1*y1)-(area2*y2))/area; 

ixx1=b1*h1^3/12; 

ixx2=b2*h2^3/12; 

ixx=(ixx1+area1*(ybar-y1)^2)-(ixx2-area2*(ybar-y2)^2); 

  

fprintf('the ybar (mm) is %.2f\n',ybar); 

fprintf('the Total Area (mm2) is %.2f\n',area); 

fprintf('the ixx (mm4) is %.2f\n',ixx); 
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Example – Projectile 

Problem:  

    If a ball is thrown with an initial velocity, u and angle of elevation a, 

write a program that calculates the velocity, vertical and horizontal 

distance at intervals of t/10 seconds, where t is time taken for the ball to 

reach maximum horizontal distance. 

 

 The program should calculate and display: 

 maximum horizontal and vertical distances, as well as the time  to 

reach these distances  

 distances Sx and Sy, and velocity V at every t/10 intervals. 

 Provide facility to validate the appropriate input data.  
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Example – Projectile (con’t) 
Codes for Data Validation –  While Loop 
 

%Projectile Motion 

U = input('Please enter the initial velocity (m/s): '); 

angD = input('Please enter the angle of elevation (degree): '); 

  

%The try-catch block is used to add error checking 

try 

% Existence check 

while isempty(U); 

 h = msgbox('Please complete the initial velocity...', 'Ball','error');      

 U = input('Please complete the velocity: '); 

end 

while isempty(angD); 

 h = msgbox('Please complete the elevation angle...', 'Ball','error');        

 angD = input('Please complete the angle: '); 

end 

  

% Range check 

while U<=0; 

    h = msgbox('Please check the velocity value, U>0 ...', 'Ball','error'); 

    U = input('Please re-enter the velocity value: ');  

end 

while angD<=0||angD>=90; 

    h = msgbox('Please check the angle value, 0<angle<90 ...', 'Ball','error'); 

    angD = input('Please re-enter the angle value: ');  

end 

catch 

    % Print an error message and return. 

    error('Invalid Input Number...'); 

end 
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Example – Area of Triangle 

Problem:  

    You are required to calculate area of triangle for a given nonscalar 

vector inputs of width and height.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The program should calculate and display: 

 The area of triangle for width and height vectors 

 Provide facility to validate the appropriate input data.  

 

 

h 

b 
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Example – Triangle (con’t) 

 The result of executed matlab when using the right inputs:  

Input1: w=[2 8 5 1]; h=[7 2 5 2.5]; 

Input2: w=[12 8 5 10]; h=[3 6 5 12]; 
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Example – Triangle (con’t) 

Input: w=[]; h=[3 6 5 12]; 

1) Existence Check 

2) Numeric Check 

Input: w=[12 0 'p' 10]; h=[3 6 5 12]; 

3) Wrong input – using different length of vector 

Input: w=[12 2 10]; 

     h=[3 6 5 12]; 
lengths of w = 3 and h=4 

Message is in 
red font for 
error function 
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Example – Triangle (con’t) 

Range Check 

Input 2: w=[12 0 5 10]; h=[3 6 5 12]; 

Input 1: w=[12 -12 5 10]; h=[3 6 5 12]; 

Message is in 
orange font for 
warning function 
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Example – Triangle (con’t) 
Codes for Data Validation –  If Statement 
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Example – Triangle (con’t) 

Codes for Data Validation - –  If Statement 



The END 


